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COMPOSED ON THE STENCIL
An
Editorial
by The Spence

Of all times to start a fanzine, Russ and I have probably ohosen
the worst, for we both expect to leave for overseas very shortly.
But we ran across a mimeograph and some stencils, so we decided to
give you a foretaste of the sort of dish we may serve up after the war.
FooFoo willing, we may even manage to get something more accomplished
before then.
JANUS is to consist of all sorts of odds and ends by the two of
us, but mainly fiction; wc hope to make it much more elaborate in the
future —• this issue is being slapped together at a moment’s notice,
and, incidentally, since neither of us has had much mimeo experience
it may well be pratlcally illegible.
(Yes, I know ’’pratically" is
wrong, but we have no correction fluid; you can safe?ly expect more
such errors this time.)
We have other plans as well. I hope to issue a magazine of
ramblings when I’m a civilian again, and Russ and I have detailed
plans for another fiction mag of a very novel type. Moreover, we
have in mind a very large project, as yet purely in the realm of
speculation, but quite possible. Lest it fail to materialize, I
won’t raise your hopes by telling you what it is; suffice it that
if we go through with it, fandom will no doubt enshrine our names
in its Hall of Fame.
(Gee, I’m getting all het up about it myself!)
Just watch BONFIRE for particulars, for we hope to work on it with
NFFF assistance, though we haven't approached Evans about it as yet,
pending further investigation of the possibilities. If the NFFF
vetoes the idea, we’ll probably do it all by our lonesome twosome.
It Involves, to drop a broad hint, book publishing.
Doubtless you’ve been wondering Just who this Russ Whitman
may be. Well, he’s a fellow cryptographer, greatly Interested in
writing, and especially in fantasy, though the only prozine he's
read is UNK, which he liked very much. We’ve collaborated on a
couple of yarns, one for our projected other fapazine, and one non
fantasy. I’ve been working on Russ with hopes of getting him
Interested in fandom, and so far he has reacted quite satisfactorily,
Investigation has revealed no tendrils, but that, you will recall, is
not a sure sign. Now I’ll let Russ speak for himself:
James Russell Whitman taking over momentarily-Age^ BO years, two days
at the time present-six feet two-lean as a Seven Up bottleneck,
and sentimental as hell over Gershwin, Haggard, and Errol Flynn.
And although it is damn near impossible to frequent fantasy settingsexceptions being my nightly daymare and my monthly epileptic, I
take pride in developing other fiction from actual Incidents and
'grottoes’ I have sensuously been wedlocked with—don't end your
sentence, my dear, she told me, "with a proposition." As you may
during some curious hour in the morning discover, I despise convention,
paragraphs, and so-called movie experts whose reviews I have lately
read, who ignorantly forgot to mention that Rene Clair -screen
Playright, wrote ’I Married a You-Know-What," before the late
"It Happened Tomorrow," and after "The Ghost Goes West." It reminded
me af the reviews several months ago involving Turhan Bey, which
proclaimed with trumpets ablare that 'Here is a new screen personality
*—a new find!—.See him make love in his first picture!" Actually
he had menaced with a large knife and turban many times before with
Chatlie Chan, George Raft, and Radio Patrol, a Universal serial of
some five years ago.
Incidentally, the type of review I am criticizing
is very common—even in Fantasy Fiction Field.—My pet peeve-SorryWarning—don’t read "The Last Nazi," by Frc-no matter what the trash
man says.--One of those small editions I
‘:e to continue publishing
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